
Fishfinder LOCATOR with Wireless Pedal and Touch-sensitive Control Panel

The Fishfinder LOCATOR with a wireless pedal and touch-sensitive control
panel is a device that ensures high-performance functionality and user-friendly
operation. Create the perfect equipment system for your boat, allowing you to
monitor in real-time where the fish are swimming and track their movements by
automatically rotating the sensor in the necessary direction. This allows you to
dedicate more time to fishing and less to positioning.

Key Advantages:

1. Intuitive Control with Wireless Pedal and Touch-sensitive Control Panel:
Control the device with a wireless pedal or touch-sensitive control panel,
offering you ample options to customize the operation according to your
individual preferences and comfort requirements.

2. Multifunctional Dynamic Wireless Pedal: The wireless pedal provides
multifunctional dynamic actions, allowing you to comfortably control fish
search and tracking functions.

3. 360-degree Rotation: The device is capable of making two full rotations in
each direction, ensuring broad and effective coverage of fish detection
zones.

4. Two Automatic Operating Modes: Choose between two automatic modes
– for fish searching and tracking, adapting your fishing experience
according to the situation.

5. Adjustable Work Zone Angle: Determine the work zone angle for each
mode (30 - 360 degrees), adapting to different fishing conditions.

6. Adjustable and Changeable Pedal Work Zone Direction: Personalize the
work zone direction for each mode, ensuring optimal control over the
device's movements.

7. Manual Control Mode with Dynamically Controlled Pedal or Control
Panel: Use manual or automatic control mode to fully control sensor
movements.

8. Night Mode: Switch to night mode to maintain optimal visibility even in
darkness.

9. Rotation Speeds:Maximum speed for 360 degrees - 3 seconds; minimum
speed for 360 degrees - 30 seconds.

10.Quick Installation Without Screws: The device can be quickly and easily
installed without screws, ensuring fast preparation for fishing.

11. Unique Fixing Mechanism: Quickly and securely lower/lift and fix the
device in working or transportation positions with the unique fixing
mechanism.



12. Assembly and Disassembly Without Screws: Assemble and disassemble
the device without screws in just a few seconds for convenient storage or
transportation.

13. Compact When Disassembled: The device is compact when
disassembled, easily portable, and storable.

14. UV-resistant Casing: The casing is made of UV-resistant material, ensuring
long-term durability against the impact of sunlight.

15. IP68 Protection Class for Pedal and IP65 for the Device: The wireless
pedal is protected with IP68 class, guaranteeing resistance to water
exposure, while the entire device has IP65 protection class.

16. Compatibility with Well-known Fish Finding Systems: Fishfinder
LOCATOR is perfectly suited for collaboration with GARMIN PANOPTIX
LIVESCOPE, HUMMINBIRD MEGA IMAGING, and LOWRANCE ACTIVE
TARGET, ensuring optimal compatibility with the mentioned fish finders.

17. Maximum Boat Speed in Device Operating Mode up to 10 km/h.

Purchase the Fishfinder LOCATOR and expand your possibilities in fishing –
comfortably, effectively, and innovatively, allowing you to dedicate more time to
the fishing process!
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